
 

 

 

 

 

 

ITEM: RECOMMENDATION: REFUSAL
REF NO: 3PL/2019/0010/F CASE OFFICER Rebecca Collins

LOCATION: SAHAM TONEY APPNTYPE: Full
Land adj Swaffham Road POLICY: Out Settlemnt Bndry
Saham Toney, Watton

CONS AREA: N

APPLICANT: Property 192
C/O Agent

LB GRADE: N

AGENT: Parker Planning Services Ltd
Orchard House Hall Lane

TPO: Y

PROPOSAL: Erection of 54 dwellings with associated roads, parking, hard & soft landscaping and open
space

REASON FOR COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

The proposal is for a development which is considered significant, due to the public interest and policy
considerations, which in the officers opinion warrants the consideration of the Planning Committee.

KEY ISSUES

Principle of development
Layout, Design and Landscape
Access and car parking
Amenity
Ecology
Flood Risk and Drainage
Trees and hedgerows
Contamination

DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

This is a full planning application for the erection of 54 dwellings with associated roads, parking, hard & soft
landscaping and open space.

SITE AND LOCATION

The application site is located within the Parish of Saham Toney but adjacent to the development boundary
of Watton and the built development therein.  The application site is located to the north of Watton and south
of Saham Toney.

The proposed development site measures approximately 5.42 hectares, and currently comprises of an arable
field
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which is surrounded by trees and hedgerows to all boundaries, with housing to the South and East and fields
to the North and West.

The Western boundary is defined by a number of trees and planting which separates the site from the
neighbouring open field and industrial unit.  To the south of the site are largely single storey dwellings off
Langmere Road of brick construction, mainly buff brick with UPVC windows and doors.  To the east is
Wayland Avenue comprising largely, also, of single storey dwellings of similar construction to Langmere
Road.

Access to the site is off Swaffham Road.

EIA REQUIRED

No

RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

No relevant site history

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

The following policies of the Breckland Local Plan, including the Proposals Maps, have been taken into
consideration in the determination of this application. The provisions of the National Planning Policy
Framework and National Planning Policy Guidance have also been taken into account, where appropriate

COM01 Design
COM02 Healthy Lifestyles
COM03 Protection of Amenity
ENV01 Green Infrastructure
ENV02 Biodiversity protection and enhancement
ENV04 Open Space, Sport & Recreation
ENV05 Protection and Enhancement of the Landscape
ENV06 Trees, Hedgerows and Development
ENV09 Flood Risk & Surface Water Drainage
GEN01 Sustainable Development in Breckland
GEN02 Promoting High Quality Design
GEN03 Settlement Hierarchy
GEN05 Settlement Boundaries
HOU01 Development Requirements (Minimum)
HOU04 Villages with Boundaries
HOU06 Principle of New Housing
HOU07 Affordable Housing
HOU10 Technical Design Standards for New Homes
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INF02 Developer Contributions
NP Neighbourhood Plan
NPPF National Planning Policy Framework
NPPG National Planning Practice Guidance
TR01 Sustainable Transport Network
TR02 Transport Requirements

OBLIGATIONS/CIL

A section 106 agreement would be required to secure the following:

- 25% Affordable housing
- Open space in accordance with Policy ENV04 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and relevant
maintenance contribution.
- Early Education contributions will be sought for £58,220.00.
- 1 fire hydrant per 50 dwellings (rounding up to the nearest 50), on a minimum 90mm main, at a cost of
£818.50 each (to be secured by condition).
- Library stock and equipment for mobile library service £4,050.00 (i.e. £75.00 per dwelling).
- Watton Bridleway 1, off Swaffham Road, requires improvements.

CONSULTATIONS

SAHAM TONEY P C
Saham Toney Parish Council objects on the grounds of:

- The application is in Saham Toney Parish. It attempts to justify the proposal
solely on the basis of its positive contribution to Watton.
- The site is outside and some way from the defined settlement boundary of Saham Toney.
- There has been no early engagement with this proposal and there is a short time limit for comments to be
made. The site was not put forward when the call for sites in connection with the Neighbourhood plan was
published. There were 16 sites put forward all of which are more favourable in terms of flood risk than this
site.
- If approved would increase the number of households in Saham Toney by around 8%.
- Brecklands Settlement Fringe Landscape Assessment states this is an area of high
sensitivity to development and contravenes the NPPF.
- Saham Toneys Landscape Character Assessment (October 2018) states that Watton
Brook is low lying below 40 OD. Soils are seasonably wet with a high water table.
- The site is subject to standing water in places and is likely to be associated with land
drains and influenced by 3 flood zones and the Watton Brook (the Wissey).  Soakaway tests were carried out
on 8.8.18 which had been a very dry period. The NPPF states a site specific flood risk assessment should be
provided for all development in zones 2 and 3 if the site is of 1 ha or above. This area is in a high to medium
risk of surface water flooding. On 8.8.18 the presence of water was 1.9m and ground water was shown at
2.2m. CP8 states that all new developments should minimise the risk of flooding and should not increase the
risk of flooding to other areas therefore the site is non-compliant.
- Presumption in favour of should be ignored as all properties are in zone 1 and the site as a whole is within
all flood zones.
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- Access from this proposal turning left onto the Swaffham Road into the village is tight
and restrictive as it is next to the bridge. Pedestrian safety would need to be addressed as visibility would be
limited.
- The proposal would have a detrimental effect on wildlife.
- The proposal will seriously affect the amenity of the residents of Langmere Road.
- This is a location of high-risk flooding Swaffham Road footpaths are at 35 OD and yet site access is
between 35.9 and 35.24 OD this would suggest no flooding in a 1-20 year storm scenario but this is unlikely
to be the case. The access will cause flooding and is categorised as a danger to some or all.
- Most of the proposed dwellings are just out of Zone 1. Finished floor levels will be a minimum of 150mm
above landscape which is a building control requirement but a flood plain requirement should be 300 mm.
- The Amendment states that it is to address the Parish Councils and Councils concerns.
However, Item 3.1 states that the LPA cannot demonstrate a 5-year housing supply of land this is incorrect
and, in Brecklands Approved Plan November 2019, there is a 5-year land supply until October 2020 when
this will be revised. Presumption in favour of has passed for now.
- 54 proposed dwellings is a high number for a village with boundaries. The 234 for these villages is to be
shared based on criteria but it appears that Saham Toney could share the largest portion if this proposal
goes ahead.
- Watton Town Council would like to endorse the report from Watton Neighbourhood Plan Drainage Group
ENVIRONMENT AGENCY
We will remove our objection if your Authority considers the site to have passed the sequential test. The
applicants latest response (email from Jason Parker of Jason Parker Planning Services, dated 23 March
2021 12:42) states the principle of developing this site is agreed by the new Local Plan. However, we do not
believe that this principle has been agreed, as the site is not allocated within the 2019 Breckland Council
Local Plan.

In order for the site to pass the sequential test, the LPA must be satisfied that there are no more appropriate
sites with lower flood risk available for development.

The Nilefields site currently experiences fluvial, pluvial and groundwater flooding, and from anecdotal
evidence frequently has standing water across the site. While the FRA proposes several mechanisms aimed
at solving the existing flooding problems when the site is developed, these do not answer the fundamental
question of the sequential test and whether there are any more appropriate sites with lower flood risk
available for the proposed development.

If the LPA can confirm that you consider the sequential test to be passed, taking into account all sources of
flooding and the records of historical flooding on site, then we will remove our objection.
ANGLIAN WATER SERVICE
Anglian Water has assets close to or crossing this site or there are assets subject to an adoption agreement.
Therefore the site layout should take this into account and accommodate those assets within either
prospectively adoptable highways or public open  space. If this is not practicable then the sewers will need to
be diverted at the developers cost under Section 185 of the Water Industry Act 1991 or, in the case of
apparatus under an adoption agreement, liaise with the owners of the apparatus. It should be noted that the
diversion works should normally be completed before development can commence.

The development site is within 15 metres of a sewage pumping station. This asset  requires access for
maintenance and will have sewerage infrastructure leading to it. For practical reasons therefore it cannot be
easily relocated.
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Anglian Water consider that dwellings located within 15 metres of the pumping station would place them at
risk of nuisance in the form of noise, odour or the general disruption from maintenance work caused by the
normal operation of the pumping station.  The site layout should take this into account and accommodate this
infrastructure type through a necessary cordon sanitaire, through public space or highway infrastructure to
ensure that no development within 15 metres from the boundary of a sewage pumping station if the
development is potentially sensitive to noise or other disturbance or to ensure future amenity issues are not
created.

Foul Drainage
The foul drainage from this development is in the catchment of Watton Water Recycling Centre that will have
available capacity for these flows.

Used Water
The sewerage system at present has available capacity for these flows. If the developer wishes to connect to
our sewerage network they should serve notice under Section 106 of the Water Industry Act 1991.

Surface Water
The preferred method of surface water disposal would be to a sustainable drainage system (SuDS) with
connection to sewer seen as the last option. Building Regulations (part H) on Drainage and Waste Disposal
for England includes a surface water drainage hierarchy, with infiltration on site as the preferred disposal
option, followed by discharge to watercourse and then connection to a sewer.

From the details submitted to support the planning application the proposed method of surface water
management does not relate to Anglian Water operated assets. As such, we are unable to provide comments
on the suitability of the surface water management.
NATURAL ENGLAND
Initially, no objection.  However, further comments were provided, as follows:

Stone Curlew nest records are not included with the consultation docs, and it is unclear whether any were
provided to Natural England when we were first consulted on this application. On the basis of information
provided to date, Natural England advises that as this is a development for the increase in the number of
residential dwellings within the 1.5km constraint zone of Breckland SPA there is currently not enough
information to rule out the likelihood of significant effects arising from the proposal. Natural England therefore
advises that your authority should not grant planning permission at this stage. An appropriate assessment
will be required to be undertaken, in order to assess the implications of the proposal for Breckland SPA, in
view of the site conservation objectives. Natural England is a statutory consultee at the appropriate
assessment stage of the Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) process.

Natural England advises that an adverse effect on the integrity of the project alone can be ruled out as only
approximately 5 hectares of the SPA is located within 1500m of the development. However we advise that
the appropriate assessment will also need to consider  the proposal in-combination with all other relevant
plans and projects within the whole SPA and the 1.5km constraint zone. At the present time we advise that it
is not possible to rule out the potential for this project to have an adverse effect on the integrity of the SPA in-
combination with other plans or projects.
CRIME REDUCTION & ARCHITECTURAL LIAISON OFFICER
The application details a well laid out site, of a cul-de-sac design, which does not have any alleyways, is not
permeable and has a primary vehicular access point. This layout is very encouraging as increased
permeability is linked to increased crime. A no through route gives residents a feeling of ownership and
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encourages a feeling of community and discourages anyone intent on criminal behaviour as not only are they
likely to be seen by residents and potentially challenged but they have nowhere to go within the
development.

I note that on plot parking has been provided almost consistently throughout the development with the
exception of plots 24, 25 and 26. SBD does recommend that residential parking spaces should be
perpendicular and to the front of dwellings they are meant to serve in order to maximize the opportunities for
natural surveillance from active rooms.

To work in harmony with high levels of natural surveillance, a carefully designed lighting plan to cover all
vulnerable areas should be in place. This will help to deter and reveal potential offenders and a uniform
spread of white light to British Standard BS5489-1:2013 is advisable.  It is equally important that luminaries
are used that have suitable photometry serving to reduce light spill and direct light only to where it is
required. White light aids witness identification by providing better colour rendition. This practice does not
necessarily mean more lamps or greater energy use but the efficient use of light directed to where it is
required.

The homes themselves should be designed to incorporate the Part Two Physical Security elements of the
Secured by Design Award. Amongst several key aspects of physical security it also means that they should
be fitted with doorsets and windows to Standard PAS24:2016 Enhanced security performance requirements
for doorsets and windows in the UK.  This provides external doorsets and windows intended to offer a level of
security suitable for dwellings and other buildings exposed to comparable risk and intended to resist attack
normally associated with the casual or opportunistic burglar
NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS
The proposed footway/bus stop works - to ensure safe access to the surrounding footway network and
Watton town centre a set of pram crossings will be required either side of the Wayland Road junction, to
facilitate safe pedestrian access along Swaffham Road to/from the development.  Should this applicant be
supported by Brecklands Planning Committee I would welcome the opportunity to recommend suitable
highway conditions.
OBLIGATIONS OFFICER, NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL
Education
Parkers CE VC Primary School is showing a spare capacity of 7 places and this proposed development
should make the school full, however, some children attending Parkers are from out of Parkers catchment
area and have chosen to attend Parkers although it is not their catchment school. Taking this into
consideration there would be sufficient capacity to accommodate the expected children generated from this
proposed development should it be approved, and Norfolk County Council will not therefore seek
contributions towards primary education provision.

There is significant development within the Wayland Academy High school catchment area, but even with the
numbers of children generated by the developments in table 4 there is still capacity at Wayland Academy for
the children likely to be generated by this proposed development. But the Early Education sector has no
spare capacity, therefore Early Education contributions will be sought for 58,220.

Fire
Norfolk Fire Services have indicated that with reference to the above proposed housing development, taking
into account the location and infrastructure already in place the minimum requirement based on 54 dwellings
would be 1 fire hydrant per 50 dwellings (rounding up to the nearest 50), on a minimum 90mm main, at a cost
of 818.50 each.
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Libraries
A development of 54 dwellings would place increased pressure on the existing library service particularly in
relation to library stock, such as books and information technology. This stock is required to increase the
capacity of the library. It has been calculated that a development of this scale would require a total
contribution of 4,050 (i.e. 75 per dwelling). This contribution will be spent on library stock and equipment for
mobile library service.

Green Infrastructure
The incorporation of green open space and footpaths within the development is supported as it provides
opportunities for on-site informal recreation. Watton Bridleway 1, off of Swaffham Road, is southeast of the
site providing off-road walking and cycling access to Brandon Road and from there to the town centre and
other facilities, and to Watton Restricted Byway 2. This byway then links to the wider Public Rights of Way
(PRoW) network and a number of Norfolk County Council promoted circular walks within Watton and Merton
parishes, the closest being the Watton/Merton circular walk, and ultimately to the Peddars Way long-distance
trail.  Therefore, Bridleway 1 requires improvements to mitigate increased usage and to actively encourage
walking and cycling to access the town and facilities, improvements were required to Restricted Byway 2 and
the Watton and Merton circular health & heritage walks, and to sections of the Peddars Way that link with
these circular walks. Signage and interpretation and information boards are also required for these promoted
routes to actively encourage recreation in and access to the wider countryside.
FLOOD & WATER MANAGEMENT TEAM
No objection subject to conditions being attached to any consent if this application is approved and the
Applicant is in agreement with pre-commencement conditions.
TREE AND COUNTRYSIDE CONSULTANT
The layout will have no impact on the TPO trees located on the northern boundary of the site and maintains
sufficient space between trees and dwellings along the southern boundary. I would like to see some planting
proposals for the area of open space in the northern section and conditions for AIA, TPP and AMS.
HOUSING ENABLING OFFICER
No objections.
ECOLOGICAL AND BIODIVERSITY CONSULTANT
No objections subject to conditions with regards to CEMP and EMP.
CONTAMINATED LAND OFFICER
No objections subject to contamination conditions.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICERS
I have looked at the application submitted and, based on the information provided to me at this time; there
are no objections or comments on the grounds of Environmental Protection, providing the development
proceeds in line with the application details.
HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT SERVICE
The proposed development site is located south of a tributary steam of the River Wissey upstream from a
known major archaeological site of Iron Age and Roman date, in a topographic location favoured for
settlement and other activity during the prehistory. There is potential for previously unidentified heritage
assets with archaeological interest (buried archaeological remains) to be present within the application site
and that their significance would be affected by the proposed development. If planning permission is granted,
we therefore ask that this be subject to a programme of archaeological work in accordance with National
Planning Policy Framework 2018 paragraphs 199 and 189.
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WATTON TOWN COUNCIL
Watton Town Council objects to this application and supports the objections raised by Saham Toney Parish
Council. The Town Council also endorses the report submitted by Watton Neighbourhood Plan Drainage
Group.

NORFOLK RIVERS INTERNAL DRAINAGE BOARD No Comments Received
BUCKENHAM AVIATION CENTRE LTD No Comments Received
AIR QUALITY OFFICER No Comments Received
NHS ENGLAND MIDLANDS & EAST (EAST) No Comments Received

REPRESENTATIONS

118 letters of objection have been received, their comments are summarised as follows:

- This development fails against the recently adopted Saham Toney Neighbourhood Plan.
- The proposal is contrary to Policies within the Breckland Local Plan.
- No relevant material planning considerations.  The Council can demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply.
- The sites located in Saham Toney, its location adjacent to Watton has no relevance.
- The site is not allocated or for affordable houses.  It is for more than 5 houses, and so exceeds the limit set
by both the Breckland Local Plan and the Saham Toney Neighbourhood Plan.
- The size of the houses proposed does not comply with the published Housing needs Assessment for
Saham Toney which sets out a need for more 1 or 2 bed-roomed dwellings.
- There are already sites allocated in the Saham Toney LP and Planned sites in Watton, there is no need for
further development here.
- Loss of amenity from overlooking, overshadowing, noise, dust and light pollution.
- Noise will be generated from the pumping station, impacting amenity.
- Odour pollution from the closeness of Cranswick Country Foods abattoir, which slaughers over 4800 pigs a
week on an industrial scale.  In the Summer of 2021, Cranswick Country Foods were given permission to
install a large (many tonnes worth) of faeces tank in their carparking/workshop area/opposite the site, which
is located in the West of Langmere Road, it will be South West (the prevailing wind direction) of the 54 new
dwellings, and as it is only 50 to 100 metres away from the 54 dwellings. The 'water offshoot' from these
faeces tanks is now being directed into Watton Brook. Cranswick Country Foods originally asked for the
'water offshoot' from their tank process to go in the sewers, but Anglia Water informed them that this was not
possible as the sewers could not cope with the excess water.
- Overdevelopment.
- Plots 22, 23, 24 and 25 being altered from bungalows to houses. Previously numbered plots 8 and 9 now
become plot 21 for a house. These changes are an exacerbation of the problem of loss of privacy.
- Access to / from the proposed site would affect highway safety in an unacceptable manner. Poor site
access from the Swaffham Road, due to narrowing of road, bend in the road, the bridge and flooding of the
road after heavy rain.
- The plans showing the details of the junction with the main road, new footpaths, pedestrian crossing and
bus shelters would bring a creeping urbanisation from Watton to Saham Toney - a literal blurring of
boundaries.
- Reference the proposed 'bus stops, there is the potential for oncoming traffic experiencing a lack of visibility
of the road ahead due to 'buses pulling up at either stop.  Why are these needed?
- No vehicle charging on site shown.
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- Facilities for disabled access should be provided.  Raising ground and foundation levels will affect disabled
access.
- The development would have an adverse impact on the landscape of the area in which it is located.
- The current state of the entrance to the field is leading to fly tipping, as the owner has removed the original
gate and hedging. This gives the area a negative appearance.
- No design for the layout and use of the open space has been provided.
- The proposed development is out of keeping with the character of the village.
- The development proposed in not of an appropriate scale and design to the settlement of Saham Toney.
- The proposed design has no regard to the Saham Toney Parish Design Guide and contravenes it. The
density proposed is significantly more than that guided by STNP.  Reference to Watton is irrelevant.
- The Landscape and Visual Appraisal does not constitute a valid appraisal. It lacks objectivity and rigour.  It
was not prepared by a qualified landscape professional. It completely overlooks landscape character impact
despite the proposed site being in an area of high landscape sensitivity.
- The site is located in the designated rural gap, where development is not permitted.  This development will
breach the boundary between Watton and Saham Toney.
- The impact on wildlife should also be taken into consideration including barn owl hunting habitat, Buzzards,
Pheasants, Partridges, Moorhens, Herons and a great variety of smaller birds, deer, fox, insects, butterflies,
numerous reptiles such as frogs, toads & newts/great crested newts.  It is a breading ground for stone
curlews.  All these will be forced to leave their habitat, potentially killing them off.
- No HRA has been provided with the application.
- Lighting/Energy Conservation/Utilities have not been considered.
- The development would have an unacceptable impact on trees and/or hedges on the proposed site,
including along Richmond Road to accommodate proposed footway and highway works.
- The proposal is not sustainable.  The building of the additional dwellings does not come with any additional
infrastructure within the local community. The already stretched supermarkets, schools, doctors, dentists etc
are already struggling, without the additional pressure from another 54 houses worth of people. There is
nothing locally for children to do and no parks.
- There is no pedestrian crossing of the River Wissey on the western side of Swaffham Road.
- The only facilities within reasonable walking distance of the site (800 metres) are 3 bus stops and a filling
station.
- There are various factual errors in the submissions.
- Affordable housing should be re-located away from existing properties.
- Children will be at risk of being close to water.
-  This area is a flood plain and is often very water logged. This water then already backs up in the
neighbouring areas.  This site will lead to further flood risk to neighbouring properties.
- It appears to be assumed that the flooding risk is from the stream where this is not the case. The risk is
from surface water draining from the Brandon road down to the natural flood plain and all housing has been
placed the closest to this risk and the area that is the most water logged.
- The situation will worsen with more intensive development on surrounding arable land and the expansive
activity on the Cranswick site which discharges into the Watton Brook adjacent to this development
- Desktop analysis has suggested that the proposed development will lead to an unacceptable risk of
flooding
downstream.
- The proposed development will create an approximated 11,765m squared (1.176 ha) of impermeable area
which will require draining. This is approximately 20% of the total site (5.490 ha).
- This site is classified as 'More vulnerable' under the NPFF.
- No Sequential Test has been provided.  There are other more suitable sites available.
- "The EA could not provide flood modelling information for this site". Omission: Anglia Water flooding data of
nearby properties is readily accessible e.g. see 28 Langmere Road gov assessment file (attached) which
shows that risk of surface water flooding is classified as 'High' and there are number reports available of
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flooding that can be used.
- "The site....has a medium risk due to the increased impermeable area created by the proposed
development
and the potential offsite flooding from the residential estate to the south"
- "There is also the possibility of events which are more extreme than those modelled or water levels rising
higher than expected if water course structures/drainage systems become blocked". NB: This statement is an
important one as it links to 'liability' clauses that the developers want to add into the Deeds that lay all the
responsibility of surface water flooding and the bund onto individual plot owners (i.e. in maintaining flood
defences).
- "Finished floor levels 150mm above the surrounding landscape" (question: so what happens to nearby
properties already in existence)?
- The 0.5m bund/wall will block off vital drainage into nilefileds for residents of Langmere Road, this will lead
to
massive increases in the frequency of internal flooding of properties and potential loss of life due to its
severity.
- Fencing at the bottom of gardens will block the flow of water.
- The current sewers will need to be diverted (either at cost to the developers) there is no confirmation that
Anglia
Water would cover these costs.
- There is a covenant on the land.
- Loss of a view.

Saham Toney Drainage Group also object to the application, their comments are summarised, as follows:

The July 2021 version of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) at paragraph 159 states
"Inappropriate development in areas at risk of flooding should be avoided by directing development away
from areas at highest risk (whether existing or future). Where development is necessary in such areas, the
development should be made safe for its lifetime without increasing flood risk elsewhere."  We consider this
to be inappropriate development in an area at risk of flooding and that it is not necessary in this area as both
Saham Toney and Watton have development sites allocated, approved or in development that cover the
requirements of the Local Plan for both settlements.

Paragraph 164 states: "The application of the exception test should be informed by a strategic or site-specific
flood risk assessment, depending on whether it is being applied during plan production or at the application
stage. To pass the exception test it should be demonstrated that: a) the development would provide wider
sustainability benefits to the community that outweigh the flood risk; and b) the development will be safe for
its lifetime taking account of the vulnerability of its users, without increasing flood risk elsewhere, and, where
possible, will reduce flood risk overall."  We are of the view that there are no wider sustainability benefits to
the community of Watton to which the applicant refers nor to that of Saham Toney that outweigh the flood
risk and that paragraph b) also applies.

Relevant information about flooding and planning was presented at a recent webinar hosted by the All-
Parliamentary Group on Flooding, which made the following relevant points:
- The right growth in the right places so that new development is safe from flooding. We think this is not the
right place and that the development is not safe from flooding.
- The EA are working to improve their surface water flood mapping and that their Zone 1 needs to be updated
to reflect surface water flooding which is a major source of flooding in England. Such a reclassification could
relate to this site. One attendee said they had been flooded by surface water regularly for the past 20 years
and are still classified as Zone 1.
- Permitted development currently allows existing dwellings to pave over rear gardens (which could happen
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near this site increasing flood risk)
- Surface water flow routes are less well understood than river flood zones
- It is important to take a catchment-based approach to flood risk and not solely a site-based one. This site is
in Hembeck catchment with many ditches some of which take water from SuDS on other developments. The
neighbouring Watton Centre catchment to the east also affects the flood risk in this area as surface water
flows where it will.

Climate change should be seriously considered in relation to flooding and evidence of flooding from local
groups be taken seriously at planning application stage as opposed to models of risk of flooding. The
evidence in relation to climate change for this site is the flooding that happened during the thunderstorms on
16 August 2020 which were not predicted by the Met Office and developed in an unusual way. The summer
storms of 2009 and 2016 add to that as does the widespread flooding in December 2020.

Cllr Hewett has also objected to the application for the following reason(s):

- Saham Toney is a small rural village which has already exceeded its acceptable allocation of development
for the next 20 years as stated in the Council's emerging Local Plan.
- If approved this application would eliminate the green belt between the village of Saham Toney and the
town of Watton. If the development were to go ahead the village and the town would merge which goes
against the District Council's assurances and the emerging Local Plan. The site is also outside the village's
settlement boundary and so should be rejected.
- The field on which the application has been made is locally called Nilefields - it floods regularly hence the
name. The amount of hard standing involved in a development this size would increase flooding elsewhere in
both Saham Toney and Watton, houses on roads like Langmere Road in Watton would be put at extra risk of
flood damage.
- There are access issues with the proposed entry and exit road to the site, both in terms of the development
phase and once the houses are occupied. The extra vehicle movements associated with 54 new dwellings
will have a huge impact on the small village road which is right by a bridge which gives limited visibility to
drivers. This additional hazard will result in near misses and accidents between cars turning out and vehicles
leaving the village. The developer has planned for 154 parking spaces - showing that they are expecting at
least two vehicles per household within this development. The development would give rise to serious safety
issues for pedestrians.
- This area has a range of diverse wildlife which would obviously be adversely affected by any development.
- The application sits within the village of Saham Toney not within the town of Watton, and in any case
Watton has also exceeded its required allocation of housing up to 2026.
- Any development on this piece of land would adversely affect the amenity of residents along Langmere
Road.
 As it stands the proposed dwellings are within a few feet of existing housing and would result in a loss of
light and amenity potentially impacting on wellbeing and mental health in some cases.

George Freeman MP has also objected to the proposals on the following grounds (summarised):
- Saham Toney has recently had its own Neighbourhood Plan adopted. This application would contravene
that plan, falling outside of the settlement boundary and consequently encroaching upon the gap that
separates Saham Toney proper and the outskirts of Watton.
- Saham Toney and its surroundings are rural in nature, very different to the character of Watton, and so any
coalescence of Saham Toney with Watton would be highly undesirable.
- This site is particularly prone to flooding and, to my understanding, no major work has been undertaken to
reduce flooding on the site.
- This is an in appropriate and unsustainable location.
- Access and visibility to the site would be unacceptable putting vehicles turning into and out at the site at
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risk.
- The proposal would lead to the coalescence of Saham Toney and Watton to the detriment of the
communities and local tourism.
- There are sites allocated for housing in the STNP.  This site was not promoted in the call for sites for the
NP.
- There is significant opposition to the proposals.

ASSESSMENT NOTES

1.0 Principle of development

1.1 The application site lies outside of the designated settlement boundary for Watton, within the Parish of
Saham Toney.  When considering new development in accordance with adopted Policies within the
Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) a Parish based approach is applied.  In this regard, there are 2 key
points to consider, firstly, the settlement list included in Policy HOU04 (and HOU03) of the Breckland Local
Plan (adopted 2019) refers to both settlements and parishes. In Breckland the parish name is generally the
same as the most sustainable settlement within it. For example Beeston is the most sustainable settlement in
Beeston parish.  Where the most sustainable settlement in a Parish differs from the Parish name this is
specifically referenced in the Policy. In HOU04 these are Yaxham and Clint Green (as there are 2
settlements with boundaries in the single parish of Yaxham and Eccles).  If the Policy was just settlements
then there would be no need to include Quidenham in the list.

1.2 The Topic Paper in support of policies HOU04 and HOU03 sets out population figures as well as
numbers of dwellings either completed or with planning permission. These figures are for the whole parish,
including any smaller villages and hamlets that may be within them, and not just the largest most sustainable
settlement within them.  In the same way, the Topic Paper also provides information on the 2011 census
population, and completions for the Parishes.  This approach is confirmed by the Council's approach when
considering applications under Policy HOU04, for example, that completions and commitments within the
whole Parish are counted against the 5% figure set out in the Policy and not just those within or immediately
adjacent to the settlement boundary.

1.3 Secondly, Policy HOU02 of the Plan sets out the settlement hierarchy for Breckland District and for the
rural areas names those areas included under each of the policies HOU03, 04 and 05. This is based on the
Topic Paper, referred to earlier. This is important as the list under HOU05 sets out those areas within
Breckland not covered by other policies. Therefore, these areas listed are Parishes and not settlements. The
reason for this is that if they were individual villages then under Policy HOU05 there should either be many
more smaller villages and hamlets included in the list including for example, Brakefield Green in Yaxham
parish.  If policies HOU03 and HOU04 were settlement based (ie: just Yaxham and Clint Green) but not any
other parts of the Parish then the list set out in Policy HOU02 of the areas covered by HOU05 should either
name all those settlements for example Brakefield Green without settlement boundaries or not have any list
of named areas, and state that it covers all the other settlements not named on other Policies.

1.4 There is no duplication between the areas listed under Policy HOU03, 04 and 05. None of the areas
listed under Policy HOU05 are areas included in any other Parishes listed under HOU03 and 04. The fact
that it does include a list and that list comprises only those Parishes not included in higher level tiers (ie:
under HOU03 and HOU04) indicates that the whole settlement hierarchy is in fact Parish based.  It is also
important to note that if the policies were settlement and not Parish based then it would be unclear as to
under which policy any applications for development such as in Brakefield Green, would be considered as it
is not named in Policy HOU02 as a settlement for consideration under Policy HOU05.  Therefore, policies
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HOU03, 04 and 05 refer to the whole Parish areas.

1.5 Despite the above the agent has submitted an appeal which does not support the Parish based
approach, reference APP/F2605/W/20/3259390 (3PL/2020/0072/F Kenninghall).  However, it is important to
note that no detailed explanation of the parish based approach was provided to the Inspector in the latter
appeal.  The above has since been formulated to clearly explain the Council's position in this regard, and
since the Council has been able to clearly articulate their detailed reasons for applying the Parish based
approach we have had a number of appeals dismissed for these reasons i.e. APP/F2605/W/19/3235505
(3PL/2019/0655/VAR), APP/F2605/W/20/3258027 (3PL/2020/0072/F) and APP/F2605/W/21/3270123
(3PL/2020/0646/F) (this list is not intended to be exhaustive).

1.6 On this basis, as the application site lies in the Parish of Saham Toney, which is a village with a
boundary, the application must be considered under Policy HOU04 of the Breckland Local Plan, which
states:

'Appropriate development will be allowed immediately adjacent to the settlement boundary, subject to being
supported by other policies within the development plan* and where all of the following criteria are satisfied:

1. The development is of an appropriate scale and design to the settlement;
2. It would not lead to the number of dwellings in the settlement increasing by significantly more than 5%
from the date of adoption of the Plan. The settlement refers to the number of dwellings inside the defined
settlement boundary;
3. The design contributes to preserving, and where possible enhancing, the historic nature and connectivity
of communities; and
4. The development avoids coalescence of settlements.

Opportunities for self-build dwellings which meet the criteria set out above will be supported'.

1.7 The site does not lie immediately adjacent to the settlement boundary of Saham Toney (although it is
immediately adjacent to the designated Watton settlement boundary) and is therefore considered contrary to
Policy HOU04 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and there is no requirement therefore to consider
the subsequent criteria listed above.  It is not considered that the proximity to the Watton Settlement
Boundary is relevant to Policy HOU04 of the Breckland Local Plan as this policy lists the Parish's to which
this specific criteria apply.  Watton is not included in this list.

1.8 In addition, the site lies within the boundary for consideration under the Saham Toney Neighbourhood
Plan (2021).  Policy 2C of the Saham Toney Neighbourhood Plan (STNP) states new development outside of
settlement boundaries should be immediately adjacent to the designated settlement boundary.  The proposal
is therefore considered contrary to Policy 2C of the Saham Toney Neighbourhood Plan (STNP).

1.9 Planning law (as set out in Paragraph 2 of the NPPF) requires that applications for planning permission
be determined in accordance with the development plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
A material planning consideration in this instance is considered to be the proximity of the application site to
the settlement boundary of Watton.  In this regard the application site lies immediately adjacent to the
designated settlement boundary of Watton, where (if the site was within the Parish of Watton) development
would be acceptable subject to compliance with Policy GEN03 of the Breckland Local Plan.  Policy GEN03
directs new development to sustainable locations in accordance with the sustainable settlement hierarchy,
which includes Watton as a Market Town.  Development outside of designated settlement boundaries, such
as Watton is considered against Policy GEN05 of the Breckland Local Plan, which states 'outside the defined
settlement boundaries, development is restricted to recognise the intrinsic character and beauty of the
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countryside'.

1.10 The proposal would, due to the proximity of services and facilities within Watton, likely rely on these
services and facilities rather than those within Saham Toney and has good accessibility to Watton, due to
proximity and public transport.  This is considered an other material consideration.

1.11 The proposal includes the provision of 25% affordable housing in accordance with Policy HOU14 of the
Breckland Local Plan, as well as including contributions to infrastructure which will be secured via a section
106 agreement, further discussed below.

1.12 In principle, the proposal does not comply with Policies HOU04 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted
2019) and 2C of the Saham Toney Neighbourhood Plan (STNP).  STNP (having just been adopted) is
considered to be the presiding Development Plan document, having the earliest adoption date.  This site was
considered in the Saham Toney NP as it falls within an area designated as the 'rural gap', under Policy 5 of
the STNP.  Here it is important to consider the landscape impact of development, amongst other matters, as
set out in Policy 5 of the STNP.  In addition, if weight is attributed to Policy GEN05 of the Local Plan, due to
the sites proximity to Watton, then it is important to consider the intrinsic character and beauty of the
countryside also.  As set out below there is likely to be an impact from development in this location due to the
sites greenfield nature, particularly from the access to the site and therefore conflict with policy GEN05 of the
Local Plan (as well as ENV05 of the Local Plan and Policy 5 of the STNP, as discussed below).

1.13 Significant weight is given to Policy 2C of the STNP, being the presiding policy document, which has
considered this area during its adoption and examination.  Great weight is also given to Policy HOU04 of the
Local Plan, which aligns with Policy 2C if the STNP.  Great weight is also given to Policy GEN05 of the Local
Plan (this is further discussed below).  Some weight has been afforded to the other material consideration of
the sites proximity to Watton.  However, this is not considered sufficient to outweigh the principle policy
objection to development in this location, as set out above.  For these reasons and having due regard to the
proximity of the site to Watton, it is considered that the proposal is unacceptable in principle due to the sites
location outside of and separated from the settlement boundary of Saham Toney, contrary to Policies HOU04
of the Local Plan and Policy 2C of the STNP and Policy GEN05 of the Local Plan, which steers development
to within settlement boundaries unless where compliant with relevant policies (i.e. HOU04).

1.14 The impact of the proposals on the rural gap and the intrinsic beauty and character of the countryside is
discussed in the 'Layout, Design and Landscape' section below.

2.0 Layout, Design and Landscape

2.1 Section 12 of the NPPF and Policies HOU06, GEN02 and COM01 of the of the Breckland Local Plan
(adopted 2019) seek to promote high quality design and protect the character of an area.  Policy ENV05 of
the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) seeks new development to contribute to and where possible
enhance the local environment by recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside.  Policy
3A of the Saham Toney NP seeks to achieve appropriate design.  Policy 5 of the Saham Toney NP seeks
development to be justified through a proportionate Landscape and Visual Appraisal.  Policy 7A of the
Saham Toney NP seeks to conserve and enhance landscape features which contribute towards local
distinctiveness and sense of place.

2.2 The site site lies immediately to the rear (north of) Langmere Road and to the west of Wayland Avenue.
Properties largely front onto these two roads with rear gardens backing onto the site.  Langmere Road and
Wayland Avenue comprise primarily of single storey detached dwellings.  Limited views are available to the
site from these highways, with only glimpse views of the application site between existing dwellings.  The
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application site has been laid out to propose new development, a mix of single and two storey dwellings, to
the south of the application site, with access to the north-east of the site off Swaffham Road.  There is a
pedestrian access to the site proposed off Wayland Avenue between dwelling numbers 21 and 22 Wayland
Avenue.  Proposed is a very large area of open space (over half the site) to the north of the proposed
dwellings, the latter is explained in the 'Flood Risk and Drainage' section below.

2.3 The proposal in terms of design and layout is not considered to negatively impact the character of the
area with the majority of development largely hidden behind existing development in Watton.  The estate
style layout replicates, a pattern of development which is seen in the arrangement of Langmere and
Ringmere Roads.  Policy 3A of the Saham Toney NP states all proposals shall be guided by the Parish
Design Guide and respond to Saham Toney distinct rural character.   Planning applications are encouraged
to be accompanied by a statement which explains how the design principles underpinning a scheme comply
with this Policy and the Saham Toney Parish Design Guide.  A design and access statement has been
submitted with the application only.  This Policy encourages the reinforcement of Saham Toney character, it
also advocates recognising local context and built form.  It is considered that as a mix of single (mainly on the
southern boundary of the site) and two storey development, that local character is replicated.  The design
guide advocates rural spacing between development as being important to the character and identity of the
village and the importance of preventing coalescence.  Also, it states that local character does not
necessarily mean replicating features but it is critical to reinforce the local vernacular character.  The detailing
of buildings and materials, including flint, quoins, chimneys, pantiles and brick and positive fenestration is
highlighted.  Height massing and scale should be consistent with existing townscape.  Building designs are
considered an improvement to the immediate local vernacular of dwellings off Langmere Road and Wayland
Avenue.  The design and access statement proposes materials inline with that advocated in the Design
Guide and conditions can be applied to control materials (including fenestration), landscaping, boundary
treatments and hardstanding.  A concern with regards to the use of render has been raised, this is proposed
with a mix of brick and subject to full details being submitted, could be considered acceptable in this instance.
Key buildings in key locations would be brick facing, which is considered to accord with the Design Guide.

2.4 The access dissecting the north eastern corner of site, cutting through this entrance to the open space is
unfortunate but has been designed in such a way that there remains a very large area of open space to the
north of the proposed development with access rights over for the enjoyment of the development and the
surrounding area.  There appears no other alternative location for a vehicular access to the site and subject
to landscaping could be softened, although will still have a landscape impact.

2.5 Given the very large expanse of open space proposed then there is sufficient space on site to meet the
requirements of Policy ENV04 of the Breckland Local Plan.  The design and layout of the open space can be
secured via the section 106 agreement, as well as sufficient maintenance.

2.6 Policy 3A of the Saham Toney NP encourages sustainable construction of dwellings and Policy 3F of the
Saham Toney NP states 'all new developments are encouraged to embed the principles of climate change
adaptation and mitigation into their proposal. The level of information provided should be proportionate to the
scale and nature of the proposed development'.  It is considered that suitably worded conditions could be
applied to ensure reasonable compliance with these policies.

2.7 Policy 5 of the Saham Toney NP designates the wider area in which the application site falls as its 'rural
gap'.  The policy states 'in the rural gap, development will only be permitted where it is demonstrated through
a proportionate Landscape and Visual Appraisal that it:
a) Respects and retains the open and undeveloped nature of the physical and visual gap between Saham
Toney and Watton;
b) Prevents the coalescence of Saham Toney and Watton, and retains the former's separate and distinct
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character;
c) Would not adversely affect the rural setting of Saham Toney; and
d) Recognises the intrinsic and specific landscape value and sensitivity of the countryside in the rural gap,
and would enhance the landscape.

2.8 The applicants have submitted some information to try to demonstrate that development in this location is
acceptable.  It is important to note that development is not prevented in this location but it must meet the
criteria a-d, as set out above.  The applicants state 'the aims of the rural gap are to largely maintain the
separate and distinct identity, character and amenity of Saham Toney to avoid development in Watton and
Saham Toney merging together. The proposal clearly has no effect upon the rural setting of Saham Toney,
as the development would be related to the existing built form of Watton. Our application site clearly achieves
this, as further explained within the Landscape and Visual Appraisal'.

2.9 The submitted 'additional information', although titled 'Landscape and Visual Appraisal' within Section 4,
which seeks to demonstrate that there is significant separation between the built form of Saham Toney and
Watton and the application site, does not in our view represent a thorough assessment, as required by Policy
5 of the STNP.  It shows that key view 7 is intercepted by existing vegetation (to be enhanced) and the
distance between the application site and the existing development within Saham Toney.  Also, it identifies
that new development will be seen on a backdrop of existing development, especially considering that the
development proposed constitutes under half the site.  There are no rights of way or highways which allow
clear views of the site, only passing views.  Only the access to the site allows a clear view across the site,
which is currently at oblique angle to Swaffham Road.  In addition, there would be a large area of open space
at the entrance to the site before the new development is proposed, despite the intervening access
obviously.  The applicant states that the development would 'round off' the development adjoining Watton,
effectively filling in a gap of existing development within this Market Town.  The applicant refers to the
greenery at the far north of the site, which extends to Swaffham Road, which would protect the rural gap and
is a clear separation feature in the landscape which the development does not breach.  With this in mind it is
considered that point (a) of Policy 5 of the STNP is satisfied.  Further evidence submitted demonstrates that
the application site is not visible from Saham Toney.

2.10 The applicant concludes 'the site would not further encroach towards the development/built-form
present in Saham Toney than existing development/built form already present in Watton and it would 'round-
off' the existing development at this point in Watton. The Flood Risk Zone, the openness provided by the
Hotel and Golf Course, the road name changing, the bridge, the Saham Toney sign all help contribute to
providing that distinctive feeling that you are now in a new place when leaving watton or going from Saham
Toney to Watton. The application site clearly would not undermine the aims and intentions of that policy and
the visual appraisal has demonstrated this in a proportional way, as required by the policy'.

2.11 It is agreed that the proposal would retain the open and undeveloped nature of the physical and visual
gap through the intervening screening, distance from Saham Toney and large area of open space included
within the proposals.  It is also agreed for these reasons that the proposals would not lead to coalescence of
the settlements, and retains separate and distinct character nor would it affect Saham Toney's rural setting
(parts a-c).  With regards to part (d) the proposal would likely have an impact on the intrinsic and specific
landscape value and sensitivity of the countryside, as obviously there would be built form where previously
there was open arable land.  Policy 5 asks new development to 'recognise' the intrinsic and specific
landscape value and sensitivity of the countryside in the rural gap, and enhance the landscape.  Policies
ENV05 and GEN05 of the Breckland Local Plan and 7A of the Saham Toney NP include similar aspirations.

2.12 The Saham Toney landscape assessment designates the wider area including the application site as
RCA-1 Watton Brook and RCA-2 Western estates, although from the description RCA-1 appears more the
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prevalent character, also falling within Landscape Area D2: Stanta Heath of the Breckland Landscape
Character Assessment.

2.13 The key characteristics of RCA-1 include:
- Low lying, gently rolling valley bottom below the 40m contour along the Watton Brook
- Soils are seasonally wet, sands loams and peats with high water table.
- Landuse dominated by meadows, used for hay and grazing.
- Forms of enclosure are gappy and scrubby hedges, and trees along ditches.
- Visual experience is varied. Open within the valley bottom, trees edge the skyline on the upper valley sides
to the north. More intimate where small field systems endure to the east side of the village.
- Little settlement, which is instead is found on higher land, the exception being Ovington Road
- Lack of public access

2.14 The site also falls within area D2 Stanta Heath of the Breckland Landscape Character Assessment,
which states:

'The overall management objective should be to conserve the tranquil, pastoral, undeveloped character of
the Thet Valley and to manage and where appropriate increase natural floodplain habitats such as grassland,
reedbeds, fens and grazing marsh, in addition to maintaining and enhancing the areas of alder carr, other
wet woodland and heathland. The ditch systems and associated hedgerows should be conserved, ensuring
that the intimate scale, sense of historic character and enclosure are maintained'.

2.15 The D2 Stanta Heath development considerations, include:
- Conserve the historic character of nucleated settlements on the valley floor associated with the churches
and rural road network;
- Conserve views of the wooded character of the valley crest;
- Monitor the expansion of the small settlements within the valley, and suburbanising built elements which
could affect their small scale, vernacular and rural character;
- Explore opportunities for the sensitive after use of gravel pits;
- Maintain the rural road network, resisting upgrading works which could have an urbanising influence and
paying particular attention to the historic river crossing points;
- Improve connectivity between the character area and the river to make use of its potential as a recreational
resource. Ensure that any recreational development takes into consideration the number of ecologically
important habitats in the character area and is appropriate to its landscape setting in terms of scale and
building materials.

2.16 Also, in the Saham Toney Fringe Assessment the site lies in ST1, which found:
- The landscape here is not representative of the Heathland landscapes that generally characterise D2. It
appeared to be more contiguous, or at least transitional, with B5.
- Character of the existing settlement edge here is low density and well integrated. This settlement form
would be disrupted by blocks of development.

Its particular features of value include:
- features of value within the intact network of parkland, farmland and plantation, and their role as estate
settings to two historic Halls. Landscape condition here is generally good.
- the church tower of St. George functions as a landmark to the surrounding landscape
- the valley landscape between Saham Toney and Watton has an important function in providing separation
between the two settlements and in providing a separate identity. This gap would be sensitive to
encroachment.
- settlement node around the church features older properties and has Strong sense of place
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The strategic /management aims:
- Conserve and enhance 'natural' features of the landscape - watercourses, grazing pastures, woodland
blocks and wet woodland.
- Conserve and manage parkland trees and other avenues. Manage designated woodlands with particular
biodiversity interest.
- Conserve the settings of the two historic Halls
- Protect the sensitive gap between Saham Toney and Watton from encroachment
- Landscape has capacity for characteristic mitigation plantings - plantations, copses and waterside trees
- Seek opportunities to improve recreational access into these landscapes

Overall the sensitivity of the area to further expansion of Saham Toney/Watton is judged to be High. This
judgement relates to the role of tributary valley and parkland/pasture and woodland setting in defining the
separation of Saham Toney and Watton and creating a Strong rural character to this edge of the village.

2.17 From these assessment we can see that this character area is sensitive to change, that key features of
water and vegetation are key to preserve and enhance its character.  The proposal includes additional
planting to the north to supplement the existing.  It encourages additional access, which the proposals will
facilitate with the designation of open space to the north of the site.  It is considered this open space could be
laid out in an informal pattern which would benefit some of the key landscape requirements (this could be
secured via s.106 or condition).

2.18 It is not considered that development in this location would impact key view 7, which in the text marks
the arrival into Parish meaning the application site would be behind you.  As the development proposed is 'in-
line' with existing development along Swaffham Road.  However, the viewpoint, as shown, is actually facing
towards Watton but again the proposed development would be screened by existing and proposed
vegetation, landform and existing development.

2.19 The introduction of the access at the entrance to the site and its formalisation would impact and
urbanise the entrance to the site and its nature of cutting through green space would have a landscape
impact.  However, this would be seen on a backdrop of development within Watton with the bridge being a
natural separation between the settlements.

2.20 Despite this planning application being shown/listed in the supporting text to Policy 5 of the STNP, the
actual developed site would be less than half the site shown.  Therefore, it is not considered this would result
in coalescence and any further development sites would also need to be considered on their own merits.

2.21 Concerns have been raised about the quality of landscape and visual information submitted in support
of the application.  It is agreed that only limited information has been provided and although Policy 5 of the
STNP encourages 'proportionate' information, given the sensitivity of the location then the Landscape and
Visual Assessment information is poor and insufficient to support development in this location.

2.22 Overall it is considered that there will be a landscape impact from the development, particularly the
access to the site.  It is agreed that there is limited opportunity to access the site from elsewhere.  It is noted
that the application is contrary to policy in principle and despite the other material consideration of being
located adjacent to Watton, this is not considered to outweigh the potential landscape impact, particularly at
the entrance to the site, which would undoubtedly not enhance the the intrinsic beauty and character of the
countryside in this location.  On this basis the application is considered contrary to Section 12 of the NPPF,
Policies GEN02 and ENV05 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019), Policies 5 and 7A of the Saham
Toney NP.
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2.23 Policy 3B of the Saham Toney NP seeks to achieve appropriate densities but does not include the
application site within any of its key areas.  Despite this the proposal is very low density given the large
expanse of open space to the north of the site.  Section 11 of the NPPF seeks to make effective use of land.
Policy HOU06 of the Breckland Local Plan states:

'The design and layout will optimise the density of the development to a level which is appropriate and
justified for the locality. Higher density proposals will be sought at appropriate locations, including town
centres, areas with good public transport accessibility and sustainable urban extensions.

In rural locations and at the edges of settlements proposals for lower density development will be supported
where it can be demonstrated that this is justified having regard to local character and wider sustainability
issues.

2.24 In this regard the constraints of the site, including flood zones, planting, character of the area and the
need to avoid landscape impact and coalescence, it is considered that the proposal includes an appropriate
density of development, which reflects that of local development to the south of the application site.

2.25 Policy 7E of the Saham Toney NP seeks to encourage green infrastructure, this proposal will introduce
green links across this site in accordance with this policy, which can be conditioned or included within a
section 106 agreement as appropriate.

3.0 Access and car parking

3.1 Policies TR01 and TR02 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) seek to promote sustainable
transport.  Policy TR01 requires development to minimise the need to travel; promote opportunities for
sustainable transport modes; not adversely impact on the operation or safety of the strategic road network;
improve accessibility to services; and support the transition to a low carbon future.  Policy TR02 requires
development to integrate into existing transport networks; mitigate highways impacts; protect and enhance
access to public rights of way; provide safe, suitable and convenient access for all users, including
appropriate parking; and avoid inappropriate traffic generation and do not compromise highway safety.
Policy 3C of the Saham Toney NP seeks for new development to not impact highway safety, encourage
traffic calming, have appropriate access and pedestrian passage.  Policy 3D of the Saham Toney NP
requires appropriate car parking.

3.2 Access, as set out above is off Swaffham Road and several concerns have been raised about the
location of the access, highway safety and visibility.  The Highways Authority have required several iterations
of plans to ensure an appropriate access can be achieved in this location without impacting highway safety.
The Highways Authority have confirmed that they have no concerns with the layout and position of the
access, subject to conditions and that suitable visibility can be achieved in this location.  They have also
checked and agreed the internal layout of roads and the site and are satisfied on this basis also.  On this
basis, the position of the access is considered acceptable and accords with matters of highway safety,
subject to conditions, as set out in Policies TR02 of the Breckland Local Plan and Policy 3C of the Saham
Toney NP.

3.3 The application site is located in close proximity to Watton, within walking distance of services and
facilities located within.  Therefore, the proposal is considered to be located to minimise the need to travel;
promote opportunities for sustainable transport modes; improve accessibility to services; and support the
transition to a low carbon future in accordance with Policy TR01 of the Breckland Local Plan.
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3.4 The layout of the application site ensures that the required parking standards can be met in accordance
with Policy TR02 of the Breckland Local Plan.  Conditions with regards to boundary treatments and
landscaping can address matters raised in Policy 3D of the Saham Toney NP with regards to frontage car
parking (a, b, e, g, i and l).

3.5 The Highways Authority have however commented on two matters, which are further discussed below:

3.6 The Highways Authority state 'a 2m footway link to Wayland Avenue remains part of the proposals.  We
have previously raised concern with respect to the design of this route, particularly with respect to personal
safety, tight bends and flanked by high boundary features.  If the link is to remain, we have strongly
recommended it be redesigned as a 3m wide footway / cycleway which is a more open environment and
have more natural surveillance.  Additionally, in its current form alternative vehicular access would be
required for No 21 which is not shown on the drawing.  Potential ways to resolve this could be:
a)Remove any link to Wayland Avenue
b)Demolish No21 Wayland Avenue and provide a 3m wide footway / cycleway through a more open
environment.  Amend the design of the western section to ease the bend, open up the environment and open
up the frontage/rotate plot 1 to provide more natural surveillance'.

3.7 In this regard the footway link to Wayland Avenue has been added to address the matter of an additional
escape route raised by the Environment Agency (EA).  In the event there was flood risk at the main vehicular
access to the site, then residents could exit the site outside of any area at risk of flooding.  This is acceptable
solution to the EA.  The width of the footway is somewhat constrained by the retention of the dwelling number
21 and it is agreed that the demolition of this dwelling seems excessive to create a 3m wide footway when in
excess of 2 metres can be achieved, as proposed.  Also, demolition has a carbon effect and obviously would
result in the loss of a dwelling when there is an overall need for housing.  Given the short distance of the path
and its primary purpose, then it is considered that what has been shown would serve its purpose.
Furthermore, with regards to surveillance the application site has been revised so plot 4 rear windows directly
look down the length of the proposed footway, plot 1 has been orientated also to overlook the footway within
the site.  Also, number 21 Wayland Avenue has side and front windows which will also provide surveillance.
Finally, it is not considered that the amenity of numbers 21 and 22 Wayland Avenue would be impacted from
the footway given the boundary treatment proposed (only acceptable due to its short length) and the
separation distance created by the garage to the side of number 22 Wayland Avenue.

3.8 The plans have also been updated at the request of the officer, removing laybys / visitor parking spaces
to the north of the main access to the site.  The officer felt the cutting into open space in this location and
introducing unnecessary hardstanding and alien/man-made features into an otherwise attractive greenspace
would be detrimental to this green space and the character of the area.  The Highways Authority would like to
see these re-instated (as per revision 9 of the plans), stating 'A layby should be provided opposite plot 10
and the visitor spaces re-instated, this time further east to where the footway through the POS joins the
estate road'.  The agent has confirmed that they are happy to do so.  Policy 3D of the Saham Toney NP
states there should be sufficient unallocated parking spaces shall be provided to cater for visitors (h).
Despite this, Officers consider that this is a long straight stretch of road with development only to south.
Each dwelling meets the required car parking standards and therefore there is sufficient on plot parking to
avoid the need to park on the highway.  The road proposed is 5.5 metres wide and has pavements both side.
Therefore, there is sufficient width within the highway to park especially given the lack of development to the
north of the road.  To unnecessarily introduce additional hardstanding into this green space, to the detriment
of the character of the area is not considered necessary to make this development acceptable or accord with
policy and on this basis the plans have been revised.  However, if necessary they either could be or a
condition added, given there is sufficient space within the application site to achieve this.  On this basis
materials and landscaping could be also conditioned to soften any impact.
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3.9 Finally, the Highways Authority state 'In May we raised a comment with regard to the potential impact of
the off-site works on 3 trees.  Drawing 3401.SK01-P3 suggests there are 3 trees directly southeast of the site
access, but these do not appear to have been included in the AIA.  While no-dig techniques can be used in
footway construction if needed, has the Tree Officer been asked to comment on this?'.  The Tree Officer has
been consulted and has no objections subject to details of the no-dig, as well as a method statement for the
instillation being conditioned as part of the development.  If acceptable, this condition could be added.

3.10 In conclusion the proposed access and location of development is considered acceptable in accordance
with Policies TR01 and TR02 of the Breckland Local Plan.  The provision of a 2m wide plus access and the
retention of number 21 is considered acceptable, its removal unnecessary for the reasons given above.  The
matters of trees and layby/visitor parking has been addressed, as set out above.  The proposals are
considered to accord with Policies TR01 and TR02 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and Policies
3C and 3D of the Saham Toney NP.

4.0 Amenity

4.1 Policy COM03 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) seeks to avoid unacceptable effects on the
residential amenity of neighbouring occupants, or development which does not provide for adequate levels of
amenity for future occupants.

4.2 Concerns have been raised about the proximity of the proposed dwellings to existing dwellings, resulting
in impacts of amenity of overlooking and overshadowing/overbearing.  In this regard the proposed dwellings
are approximately 16-26 metres back to back from dwellings off Langmere Road and in excess of 31 metres
back to back from dwellings off Wayland Avenue.  With regards to layout the dwellings proposed closest to
Langmere Road (particularly number 22 being the closest dwelling at 16 metres back to back) being plots 31-
28, are proposed to be single storey dwellings.  In fact plots 26-33 are all proposed to be single storey
dwellings, increasing to two storey dwellings at plots 21-25.  Despite dwellings off Langmere Road/Wayland
Avenue being primarily single/one and half stories, the new two storey dwellings are in excess of 24 metres
from those single storey dwellings off Langmere Road and in excess of 30 metres from those off Wayland
Avenue.  It is considered that the proposed layout would not therefore impact significantly on the amenity of
neighbouring properties by way of overlooking, overbearing or overshadowing.

4.3 Given the low density of development across the site the resultant layout provides reasonably large
properties set in large plots with sufficient amenity and space for future occupants.

4.4 Any noise and disturbance generated from the construction of the dwellings for existing and future
occupants is likely to be temporary and can be controlled through the imposition of a construction
management plan condition, as proposed.  On this basis it is considered acceptable, especially given the
distance of dwellings on the site from neighbouring properties.

4.5 For the reasons given above the proposals are considered to accord with Policy COM03 of the Breckland
Local Plan (adopted 2019).

4.6 Policy 3E of the Saham Toney NP requires street lighting of new developments or any other lighting that
affects the "dark skies" of the Neighbourhood Area to be avoided.  A condition with regards to lighting can be
added to any subsequent permission.  The proposal would then be considered to accord with Policy 3E of
the Saham Toney NP.

5.0 Ecology
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5.1 Section 15 of the NPPF and policy ENV02 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) require the
protection and enhancement of biodiversity. Policy ENV03 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) sets
out specific requirements in relation to the protected habitats within Breckland including the Breckland SPA.
Policy ENV03 states that:  "The Council requires that a Habitats Regulations Assessment is undertaken on
all proposals for development that are likely to have a significant effect on The Breckland Special Protection
Area (SPA) which is classified for its populations of Stone Curlew, Woodlark and Nightjar..." It goes on to
state that

5.2  Policy 7D of the Saham Toney NP seeks to to retain existing features of biodiversity value and, where
practical to do so, provide a net gain in biodiversity. Policy 7D of the Saham Toney NP also seeks to protect
ecological connectivity on key routes, one of which runs to the north of the site which would not be affected
by the development.  It also identifies this site as grassland core area with species of roe deer and
sparrowhawks. The grassland core give the site a level two priority habitat, Policy 7D states that where these
areas are affected then it should be demonstrated through ecological assessment that:

a) They would contribute to, rather than detract from their biodiversity value; and
b) They would not sever or destroy the operation of a significant wildlife habitat or its ecological connectivity;
or if that is not possible:
i. They include measures to avoid harm to a significant wildlife habitat or its ecological connectivity; or if that
is not possible
ii. Suitable mitigation measures are proposed to reduce or minimise impact on the significant wildlife habitat
or ecological connectivity affected; or if that is not possible
iii. Suitable measures are proposed to compensate for harmful effects.

5.3 The application site lies within the Breckland SPA protection buffer and a number of concerns have been
raised about the development of the site and the impacts on local wildlife and ecology.  The applicant has
submitted with the application an Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (Parker Planning; April 2018), reptile
survey report (Parker Planning; August 2018) and Botanical Survey Report (Parker Planning; June 2019).
These have been assessed by our ecologist and are considered fit for purpose, subject to the imposition of
conditions, as proposed.  These conditions could be added to any subsequent approval.

5.4 In addition to the above, despite Natural England previously raising no objections, they have
subsequently commented, as follows:

'Stone Curlew nest records are not included with the consultation docs, and it is unclear whether any were
provided to Natural England when we were first consulted on this application. On the basis of information
provided to date, Natural England advises that as this is a development for the increase in the number of
residential dwellings within the 1.5km constraint zone of Breckland SPA there is currently not enough
information to rule out the likelihood of significant effects arising from the proposal. Natural England therefore
advises that your authority should not grant planning permission at this stage. An appropriate assessment
will be required to be undertaken, in order to assess the implications of the proposal for Breckland SPA, in
view of the site conservation objectives. Natural England is a statutory consultee at the appropriate
assessment stage of the Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) process'.

5.5 On this basis a shadow HRA is required as set out in policy ENV03 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted
2019).  Also to enable the Council as the competent authority to undertake an appropriate assessment under
the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended). A shadow HRA or appropriate
information has not been provided to inform and undertake an appropriate assessment. Therefore, there is
insufficient information to assess whether the proposal could have significant environmental effects on the
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Breckland SPA and is therefore considered contrary to Section 15 of the NPPF, Polices ENV02 and ENV03
of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and Policy 7D of the Saham Toney NP.

6.0 Flood Risk and Drainage

6.1 Section 14 of the NPPF and ENV09 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) seek to minimise the
risks of flooding by directing new development away from areas at highest risk of flooding and for new
development not to increase flood risk elsewhere.  Policy 8 of the Saham Toney NP seeks surface water
management provisions, Policy 9 seeks Foul Water Provision.

6.2 The north of the site lies in flood zones 2 and 3 and surface water flood risk extends the area to the north
and wraps round the eastern part of the site, as well as the south eastern corner and extending into the site.
The applicant has submitted a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) with the application, which has been assessed
by the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) and the Environment Agency (EA).  The FRA includes within it an
overlay showing that the majority of properties proposed fall outside the surface water flood zone, with
properties to the north and west of the site being at potential risk from surface water flood risk.

6.3 The LLFA have been consulted on the proposals and raise no objections, subject to conditions stating
'The applicant has now provided a Revised Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) / Drainage Strategy and
supplementary submission to account for the local flood risk issues and surface water drainage at this
location and has clarified the landownership in the vicinity of the surface water outfall for the proposed
development. We welcome that Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) have been proposed in the
development'.  The latter is therefore considered to accord with Section 14 of the NPPF and ENV09 of the
Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and Policy 8 of the Saham Toney NP.

6.4 The Environment Agency also have no objection to the application, subject to the application passing the
'Sequential Test'.  In this regard they state 'In order for the site to pass the sequential test, the LPA must be
satisfied that there are no more appropriate sites with lower flood risk available for development'.

6.5 The need for a Sequential Test (ST) is covered in paragraphs 161 and 162 of the NPPF.  Paragraph 162
states 'The aim of the sequential test is to steer new development to areas with the lowest risk of flooding
from any source.  Development should not be allocated or permitted if there are reasonably available sites
appropriate for the proposed development in areas with a lower risk of flooding. The strategic flood risk
assessment will provide the basis for applying this test. The sequential approach should be used in areas
known to be at risk now or in the future from any form of flooding'.

6.6 The applicant has submitted information with regards to the ST and refers to two relevant appeal
decisions in this regard, APP/F0114/W/20/3244862 and APP/E2734/W/18/3219294.  They state with regards
to APP/F0114/W/20/3244862 'our site only has an access (as well as some open space which we don't
need), in flood zones 2 and 3.  As such, the point being made is that the sequential assessment does not
apply to the housing development and is applied purely to the aspects of the proposal which are in flood
zones 2 and 3, just like the appeal example does.  They state 'our proposal purely relates to a change of use
of the land, which does not require a sequential test assessment and is exempt, and this is one of the points
the inspector makes this point in paragraph 41 of the appeal decision, when referring to disaggregating the
proposal in terms of the sequential test requirements, as apposed to undertaking a sequential assessment to
the whole development proposed (because only part of the development proposed is actually in a flood zone
2 or 3)'.

6.7 Within the conclusions of the appeal the Inspector makes the point that even if he is incorrect about
disaggregating the development in terms of applying the sequential approach to only the elements of the
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proposal in the flood zones 2 or 3 or splitting up the proposal, that this is still ok on the basis that it is a
'preference' to steer new development away from flood zones.  As such the Inspector makes this conclusion
in paragraph 57 of the appeal decision 'If the proposed development were to be at odds with the
Framework's sequential test, it would, nevertheless, contribute towards meeting the needs of a group with
specific housing requirements'.

6.8 Officers have two concerns in this regard, one that it is not just the access which falls within flood zones,
housing to the north and west of the site lies within the surface water flood zone.  Also, there was an
identified 'need' for student housing with regards to the appeal.  With regards to the latter, the Council can
currently demonstrate a five year housing land supply, so there is not a need for housing in this location.
This needs to be balanced with the sites sustainable location and that housing need is not a minimum target
in the Local Plan.  With regards to the former, it is accepted that the proposals include a bund to intercept
and re-direct surface water past dwellings that fall within the surface water flood zone.  However, the ST aims
to direct development away from areas of flood risk not mitigate flood risk.  On this basis, it is considered a
ST is required.

6.9 The additional appeal APP/E2734/W/18/3219294, the agent states 'has identical circumstances to ours,
where housing is proposed outside of the flood zone, but the access is within the flood zone.   In this case,
the inspector makes the point that as the access (as well as open space) is the only element of the proposal
in the flood zone the sequential test is applied to the access.  There is no where else the access could go
which would serve the homes and as such the sequential test is passed.    As mentioned in paragraph 17 of
this appeal decision:

"The Council has queried whether the Sequential Test has been properly applied in relation to the proposal.
However, the houses are within Flood Zone 1 and I consider that it is reasonable to limit the Sequential Test
to consideration of the access road. Based on the evidence before me, it would not be possible to create a
permanent vehicular access via a sequentially preferable site".'

6.10 It is agreed that this would be a relevant appeal had other parts of the site/development proposals
completely fallen outside of the surface water flood zones.

6.11 Also, of relevance to this application with regards to appeal reference APP/E2734/W/18/3219294, is this
appeal was dismissed (in terms of flood risk) on the grounds that a safe means of escape could not be
achieved and therefore this did not pass the 'exception test' but passed the sequential test.  This is relevant
to this application the agent states as this part of the 'exception test' has been complied with through the
provision of a walking route off site to the east between properties 21 and 22 Wayland Avenue.  This is not
debated by officers or the EA.

6.12 The question is whether the ST has been met and it is considered by officers that by virtue of
development laying within the surface water flood zone therefore other 'sequential sites' across the district
would need to be considered before development where to proceed here.  On this basis, and without a
District wide ST demonstrating that there are no other sites for 54 dwellings available for development in a
sequentially preferable location and without an over-riding need for this development in this location then it is
considered that proposal fails to meet the requirements of paragraphs 161 and 162 of the NPPF and is
accordingly recommended for refusal for these reasons.

6.13 A number of concerns have been raised by neighbouring properties with regards to flooding in
Langmere Road, including concerns about the erection of fencing at the bottom of gardens to the south of the
site creating a dam effect making the situation much worse as the flood water will no longer be able to easily
run across Nilefields down to the Watton Brook.  These points of concern have been noted and the LLFA has
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reviewed their advice in this regard, who state 'The area of offsite flood risk . . . also the high ground water
levels were identified by the applicant's site surveys and flood risk analysis adequately and the Drainage
Strategy presented takes this into account.

6.14 As it does not form part of the Drainage Strategy, we do not have sight of the proposals for the
boundaries that are proposed to be installed by the applicant. This is not normally something we would
expect to be consulted on by the Local Planning Authority (LPA) or to make comment on. This boundary
treatment to the rear of your property may indeed take the form of some type fencing. The offsite flowpath
would most likely be impeded by the fencing type that you suspect may be installed. The boundary treatment
is something that the LPA would be assessing and I have made contact with the Case Officer to point out
that it should neither interrupt nor affect the existing natural overland surface water flow path which allows
flows to pass in a north westerly direction from the rear gardens of the properties in Langmere Road towards
the flow path training bund and the proposed swale)'.

6.15 In this regard, a condition would need to be added to ensure that any boundary treatment in this location
should neither interrupt nor affect the existing natural overland surface water flow path which allows flows to
pass.  This matter then would be adequately dealt with.

6.16 Foul water drainage provision can be secured with an appropriate conditionincluding details of sewage
capacity, in accordance with the consultation response of Anglian Water, and Policy 9 of the Saham Toney
NP.

6.17 The proposal, as set out above, fails to the meet the Sequential Test, despite the other material
considerations of the two appeal decisions submitted. On this basis, the proposal, fails to steer new
development to areas with the lowest risk of flooding from any source and is considered unacceptable for
these reasons. The proposal is therefore considered contrary to Section 14 of the NPPF, particularly
paragraphs 161 and 162 of the NPPF.

7.0 Trees and hedgerows

7.1 The retention of significant trees and hedgerows is supported by Policy ENV06 of the Breckland Local
Plan (adopted 2019) and Policy 7F of the Saham Toney NP.

7.2 The tree report was updated on the request of the Tree Officer, who stated, 'the layout will have no
impact on the TPO trees located on the northern boundary of the site and maintains sufficient space between
trees and dwellings along the southern boundary. I would like to see some planting proposals for the area of
open space in the northern section'.  The tree report was revised to include a proposal to coppice the hedge
and prune roots, whilst also updating the Arboricultural Method Statement and Tree Protection Plan.
Planting details were provided and the Tree Officer is satisfied with the proposals, subject to a condition.
Compliance with Policy 7F of the Saham Toney NP (P7F.4) can also be secured in this way.

7.3 Subject to the condition suggested, as well as the no-dig and method statement, mentioned in the
Highways Section above, the proposals are considered to accord with Policy ENV06 of the Breckland Local
Plan (adopted 2019) and Policy 7F of the Saham Toney NP.

8.0 Other matters

Contamination
8.1 Section 15 of the NPPF and COM03(8) of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) states that planning
decisions should take account of ground conditions, pollution and contamination risk.
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8.2 The Contamination officer has been consulted and raises to no objections to the proposals, subject to a
condition.  The proposal is therefore considered to accord with Section 15 of the NPPF and COM03(8) of the
Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019).

Heritage Assets
8.3 The Saham Toney NP identifies a non designated heritage assets to the north of the application site.
This is separated by the proposed open space and existing and proposed vegetation.  It is therefore not
considered that its significance would be unduly impacted by this development in accordance with Policies 6
of the Saham Toney NP and ENV08 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019).

8.4 The proposed development site is located south of a tributary steam of the River Wissey upstream from a
known major archaeological site of Iron Age and Roman date, in a topographic location favoured for
settlement and other activity during the prehistory. There is potential for previously unidentified heritage
assets with archaeological
interest (buried archaeological remains) to be present within the application site and that their significance
would
be affected by the proposed development.  The Historic Environment Service have been consulted and
request, if planning permission is granted, it be subject to a programme of archaeological work in accordance
with National Planning Policy Framework 2018 paragraphs 199 and 189.  This can be suitably conditioned.

Nutrient Neutrality
8.5 This site has the potential to cause adverse impacts with regard to nutrient pollution, the exact
implications of which and potential mitigation are yet to be agreed.  For these reasons, officers are requesting
delegation of this matter for further consideration and subject to appropriate assessment, if required, to
refuse planning permission if the proposal would result in adverse impacts to the integrity of protected
habitats.

9.0 Planning Obligations

9.1 A section 106 agreement would be required to secure the following:

- 25% Affordable housing.
- Open space in accordance with Policy ENV04 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and relevant
maintenance contribution.
- Early Education contributions will be sought for £58,220.00.
- 1 fire hydrant per 50 dwellings (rounding up to the nearest 50), on a minimum 90mm main, at a cost of
£818.50 each (to be secured by condition).
- Library stock and equipment for mobile library service £4,050.00 (i.e. £75.00 per dwelling).
- Watton Bridleway 1, off of Swaffham Road, requires improvements to mitigate increased usage and to
actively encourage walking and cycling to access the town and facilities, improvements were required to
Restricted Watton Byway 2 and the Watton and Merton circular health & heritage walks, and to sections of
the Peddars Way that link with these circular walks. Signage and interpretation and information boards are
also required for these promoted routes to actively encourage recreation.

10.0 Conclusion

10.1  The principle of development is considered contrary to Policies HOU04 of the Breckland Local Plan
(adopted 2019) and Policy 2C of the STNP (2021), due to the sites location, outside of and separated from
the settlement boundary of Saham Toney.  The proposal is also contrary to Policy GEN05 of the Local Plan,
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which steers development to within settlement boundaries unless where compliant with relevant policies,
which this proposal is not.  Whilst, having due regard to the proximity of the site to Watton, it is considered
that the proposal is unacceptable in principle due to the sites separation from Saham Toney Settlement
Boundary, as set out in Policies GEN05 and HOU04 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and 2C of
the STNP.

10.2  Policy 5 of the STNP requires new development in the rural gap to be supported by a proportionate
Landscape and Visual Appraisal.  Although some basic additional information has been submitted by the
applicant, this is not considered sufficient to demonstrate development in this location would not have an
acceptable landscape impact.  In addition, it is considered that there will be a landscape impact from this
development, through the provision of dwellings and the access to the site.  It is noted that the application is
contrary to Policies HOU04 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and Policy 2C of the STNP in
principle and despite the other material consideration of the site being located adjacent to the Watton
Settlement Boundary, this is not considered sufficient to outweigh the potential landscape impact, particularly
at the entrance to the site, which would undoubtedly not enhance the the intrinsic beauty and character of the
Countryside in this location, contrary to Policies GEN05 and ENV05 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted
2019).  On this basis the application is considered contrary to Section 12 of the NPPF, Policies GEN02,
GEN05 and ENV05 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and Policies 5 and 7A of the Saham Toney
NP.

10.3  Insufficient information has been submitted in the form of a Sequential Test to demonstrate that there
are not other sequentially preferable sites across the District.  On this basis, then it is considered that
proposal fails to meet the requirements of paragraphs 161 and 162 of the NPPF and is accordingly
recommended for refusal for these reasons.

10.4  A shadow HRA is required and has not been provided.  Therefore, there is insufficient information to
assess whether there is likelihood of significant effects arising from the proposal, contrary to Section 15 of
the NPPF, Policy ENV03 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and Policy 7D of the Saham Toney NP.

10.5  For these reasons, the proposal is considered unacceptable and recommended for refusal.

10.6  Delegation is also sought to add a further reason for refusal with regards to nutrient pollution and
impacts to the integrity of protected habitats, if required.

RECOMMENDATION

The application is recommended for REFUSAL, for the following reason(s) and delegation is also sought to
add a further reason for refusal with regards to nutrient pollution and impacts to the integrity of protected
habitats, if required.

REASON(S) FOR REFUSAL

1 Principle refusal
The principle of development is considered contrary to Policies HOU04 of the Breckland
Local Plan (adopted 2019) and Policy 2C of the Saham Toney Neighbourhood Plan (2021),
due to the sites location, outside of and separated from the designated settlement boundary
of Saham Toney.  The proposal also fails to comply with Policy GEN05 of the Breckland
Local Plan (adopted 2019), which seeks to direct development to within settlement
boundaries.  Whilst, having due regard to the proximity of the site to Watton, it is considered
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that the proposal is unacceptable in principle due to the sites separation from Saham Toney
Settlement Boundary, as set out in Policies HOU04 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted
2019) and 2C of the Saham Toney Neighbourhood Plan (2021) and it is also contrary to
Policy GEN05 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019).

2 Landscape refusal
Policy 5 of the Saham Toney Neighbourhood Plan (2021) requires new development in the
rural gap to be supported by a proportionate Landscape and Visual Appraisal.  Although
some basic additional information has been submitted by the applicant, this is not
considered sufficient to demonstrate development in this location would not have an
acceptable landscape impact.  In addition, it is considered that there will be a landscape
impact from this development, through the provision of dwellings and the access to the site.
It is noted that the application is contrary to Policies HOU04 of the Breckland Local Plan
(adopted 2019) and Policy 2C of the Saham Toney Neighbourhood Plan (2021) in principle.
Despite the other material consideration of the site being located adjacent to the Watton
Settlement Boundary, this is not considered sufficient to outweigh the potential landscape
impact, particularly at the entrance to the site, which would undoubtedly not enhance the the
intrinsic beauty and character of the Countryside in this location.  The proposal is therefore
considered contrary to Policies GEN05, HOU04 and ENV05 of the Breckland Local Plan
(adopted 2019), Section 12 of the NPPF and Policies 2C, 5 and 7A of the Saham Toney
Neighbourhood Plan (2021).

3 Flood Risk/ST refusal
The proposal fails to steer new development to areas with the lowest risk of flooding from
any source, as it fails to provide a suitable Sequential Test, demonstrating that there are not
other sequentially preferable sites across the District.  On this basis, the proposals are
considered contrary to Section 14 of the NPPF, particularly paragraphs 161 and 162 of the
NPPF.

4 Ecology refusal
Policy ENV03 of the Breckland Local Plan requires the submission of a shadow Habitat
Regulations Assessment, which has not been provided.  Therefore, there is insufficient
information to assess whether there is likelihood of significant effects  arising from the
proposal on nature conservation and wildlife interests, contrary to Section 15 of the NPPF,
Policy ENV03 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and Policy 7D of the Saham
Toney Neighbourhood Plan (2021).
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